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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE
An in >erative need for *11 new teachers is to get aecuainted as soon as

os iDie with the current ;>ractloes of the school.

0 portunities should be provided for new teachers to become
familiarised with school policies and nrocedures, instructional
materials, the program of instruction, fellow teachers and aduinistrators, and special problems fox considerati n during the
ye ir.
The Problem
The main purpose of this study was to survey the extent of
current practices in ?orfch Dakota and Mnnesota schools, in
rel tlon to orientation of new teachers.

One is likely to

think of the new teacher as the one just out of college who has
never taught before.

Actually the new teaoher may be one who

fits into such categories as the following:

(l) the inexperi

enced teacher, (?) the teacher from another school system, (3)
the teacher from another school in the same system, (4) the
teacher assigned to a new department or level of teaching, and
(5) the experienced teaoher who returns to teaching after sev
eral years away from the teaching profession.

The ueuil problems of new teachers fall into three elassifie tions:

personal, social,

nd professional.

Professional

problems faoe all new teachers; personal and social problems
loom large for the teaoher new to the community and sometimes
for the teaoher new to the school.

To the school the profes

sion- 1 problems seem most iir sortant but these will be more
easily solved if the teaoher is finding satisfactory solutions
to Ills personal and soolsl problems.

Actually many problems

overlap and activities undertaken with on© purpose in view may
help to solve v rious other problems at the same time.

Need for the study
In order that the schools may operate more efficiently
from the first day it is import nt th-t the teachers receive
proper, complete, and timely information on a variety of sub
jects.

It is important, especially for the new teacher, to

h've some source of information and have auestione answered.
Since "a good start" is an iir ortant element in teacher success,
held ritht at the be inning— based on the idea of preventing
difficulties instead of curing them— should be a p~rt of every
school's work with new teachers.

If it is well-olanned, it

will merp-e readily with all activities designed to help the
teachers to make themselves more effective.
The heavy turnover of teachers during the war years
aroused much interest in the problem of inducting new teachers

into local school ays tears.

Helping one new teacher to take hie

place in a school was not hard and could be done Informally, but
when thirty per cent or more of the teachers were new the
schools found that they had to make plans to help new teachers
adjust to the situation as rapidly as aoselble if the school
program were not to suffer.

The success of such

Ians has led

many schools to make an orientation program for teachers a
;>er -nerit part of the in-service

ro ram.

Delimitations
This study was limited to secondary schools having fifteen
or irore teachers in the states of North Dakota and Minnesota.
No school has been considered that does not have at least fif
teen teaohers in the school system; thus many schools were
excluded, particularly in fcorth Dakota.
The study was limited to the extent of current practices
concerning teacher orientation, especially that of the new, in
experienced teacher or one ooming to a system for the first
time.

It did not consider wh*t had *t one time been the

nor what is planned for the future.

ractioe,

The study was concerned

with the situation at the time the questionnaire was answered.
No attempt has been made to explain the causes or reasons
for a good orientation program, nor any study to show the effects
of having, or not having, the program.
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Definitions
The term "orientation* as used in this study, means making
the teachers aware of the existing situation, with reference to
time, place, and identity of fellow teaohers.
tion of some type.

It means instruc

This say he oral, by example, or written,

whereby the teachers new to a system can find out correctly and
immediately what they are expected to do concerning school
problems.
"Problems" as used throughout the study means Questions or
situations that recuire solutions.

In reference to the title

it means the total, broad cuestion of teacher orientation.
"Practices" as here used means the actual performance or
application of repeated or customary actions.

It ie the usual

method of doing something, such as instruction and practical
acouaintance of tha teachers in a school system.
"New Teachers" is a term used to include the inexperienced
teaoher, the transfer teacher, and the return teacher.

Chiefly,

the study was concerned with the new, inexperienced teacher.
The "teacher" as used, refers to any person whose name appears
on the school Instruction roll, and whose chosen occupation is
to instruct.
Method

To survey the extent of ne* teacher orient tion practices
in North Dakota and Minnesota public schools a Questionnaire
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was used.

This questioner* Ira was sent out to schools hiving at

least fifteen assigned teaching personnel.

It was decided that

this was a satisfactory method to determine current practices,
and would be adequate to ascertain wh t is being done,

A

cheok-list type of questionnaire was used to m»ke responding an
easy matter.

>pace was provided for an opportunity to write in

any information deemed important.

ithout the school admini

strators' cooperation no induction or calculation could properly
have been made.

The fact that several inquiries for additional

oo~d.es of the questionnaire were made, to be used at teachers*
meeting* and for handbook compilations, seems to be an indica
tion that the project has a good deal of interest for education.
3ohool» of fifteen or more teachers listed in the 1953-54
North Dakota and Minnesota Educational
by the
qnd

tate 'departments of

irectorles, as furnished

donation, were included.

nveloes

ostage were orovided for the return of the questions ire.

A coey of this questionnaire is included in the Appendix.
A tryout of the questionnaire was made by two groups of
educators.

The first group completed the questionnaire in the

presence of the author so that items could be clarified.

The

second grouo filled out their questionnaires as if it were an
actual survey.

The suggestions and corrections gained fro® the

tryout were considered in making up the final Questionnaire.
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CHAPTER II

SURVEY UT LITERATURE ON ORIENTATION PRACTICES

Helping the beginner to start properly in bis work is a
task that every occu stion and profession has to undertake.

In

many ways the undertaking is easier in teaching than in the more
competitive professions, owing to the feet that the teacher
begins with a definite status and pay, is assigned a very defi
nite piece of work to do, and, in our larger schools at least, is
provided *ith some form of guiding su >ervi-ion.

hen only a

relatively small number of new teachers are appointed in a school
system in any one year, their orientation becomes an informal,
personal process.
same.

To the individual teacher problems remain the

However, when the turnover increases and a school system

finds that perhaps as many as thirty per cent of the teachers
will be new, school officials must organise the induction of new
teachers on an orderly basis so that schools may operate more
efficiently from the first day.
Experimental orientation programs have been so successful
in a number of school systems that they are being made a perma
nent part of the in-service orograms.

It has been found by

Hazel Prehm, as reported in her artiole, "New Teacher:

The

School Staff Can Help Him," (33) that teaohers already in a

13

system benefit by having a perloc before the opening of school
for preparation of their work and consultation on the general
program.
system.

Orientation programs v^ry with the size of the school
A eohool *ith few teachers, ten and less, may have

different problems than the larger school and the teachers may
be oriented through the use of personal interviews end daily
contact.

SURVEY OF ORIENTATION PRACTICES

In the review of literature on orientation practices,
various and sometimes unique ways are described to introduce the
new teacher to their school system.

The desirable practices are

adaptable to schools with orientation problems.
Bloomfield Survey
Robert Shockley (36) made a study of the survey conducted
by the city schools of Floomfield, New Jersey, In which they
asked eighty-two schools for induction practices.

These schools

were known to have outstanding Induction programs.

The super

visors of the schools surveyed were asked to give seme idea of
the extent to which certain induction practices were used, and
also to evalu te them.

Eleven pr ctices were listed.

practices were first rated on their usage:
(2) occasionally, (3) seldom, (4) never.

These

(l) regularly,
Secondly, these same

eleven practices were rated on t^eir value:

(l) negligible or
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of no value, (2) slight value, (3) moderate value, (4) consider
able value, (5) extremely valuable.
following eleven Induction practices.
practice is the rank of usage.
is the rank of value.
of the ratings.

T'r. Shockley listed the
The number proceeding the

The number following the oractice

It is interesting to note the differences

There is a wide variation between the rank of

usa.-,e and the rank of value, as only in numbers eleven and three
do they coincide.
(1) General faculty meeting held at beginning of year,
at whioh new teachers are introduced, and over-all
school program discussed. (10)
(2) Principal and superintendent confer with the teacher
following visits to classroom, early in the school
year. (4)
(3) Departmental discussions are held freouently during
the school year. (3)
(4) Assistance given in securing adequate housing.

(7)

(5) Superintendent and principal have daily office
hours opon for teacher consultation,
(l)
(6) Member of the administration helps new teacher
evaluate work at the close of the first year of
tesching. (2)
(7) Experienced teacher is appointed to act as a guide
end counsellor for the new teacher.
(8)
(8) Newly-inducted teachers are given the opportunity
to observe superior teaching.
(9)
(9) Group conference of newly-inducted teachers before
the opening of school. (6)
(10) Organized in-service education program, directed
at solving problems of new and beginning teachers,
is in o >er tion. (5)
(11) <orkshop i8 employed to help new and beginning
teachers to solve their problems.
(11)
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Spring Planning
The introduction of newoomers to the high school of River
Rouge, Michigan, is cited by Eunice Brakw (5).

An advisory

council prepares in the spring for the welcome of new teachers.
This council is made up of teacher representatives, the superin
tendent, and the assistant superintendent.

A council publication,

School Daze. gives information about the community and essential
details of school organizations.

At the opening coffee hour in

the fall, hostesses greet newcomers and see that they become
members of informal groups.
the city.

New teachers ere t^ken on a tour of

A special sponsor teacher Is appointed for each new

teacher for the year.
Induction Day
Orientation for the new teacher in /hite Plains, New York,
begins with her notification of election in June (32).

A three-

part plan of help by the school administration is suggested:
(l) at appointment, (2) before school opens, (3) during the
first year.

She is invited to visit soon the school where she

is to teaoh that fall; to meet the principal, teachers, and
pupils; to see her room; and to borrow books, courses of study,
and other materials.

The secretary of the board of education

offers to help her find housing.
Induction Day is held just before school opens in the fall.
All new teachers meet each otheT at this time; the superintendent
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welcomes them; and an experienced teacher, *ho knows the city
well, tells of good places to eat, interesting shops, and good
entertainment places.

She invites teachers to call her if she

c n be of help.
The board of education sponsors a city-wioe tea for all new
teachers, and building teas are held in moet schools.

Name

c^ras— giving college, school, and local assignments— make good
conversetional starters.
The principals appoint for each teacher, a sponsor teacher
to who® the new teacher can go for quick answers on routine
matters and for security in countless areas of "teacher talk."
k

Checklist

"Memo to Myself" was designed for the use of new teachers,
by the Board of Education of tho Now York City Schools (21).

"For the exclusion of confusion find out without del^y the
answers to these questions:"
(l) Is there a school handbook with information for
new teachers?

(s) ^ho is ®y immediate supervisor?
(3) -hat preparation must I make to handle fire drill
or other emergency drills?
(4) that staircases and exits may be used for my
room in regular and rapid dismissals?
(5) What do the different bell signals mean?
(6) What procedures are used for pupils to enter the
building, to assemble, and to leave the building?

(7)

hat are the regulations concerning visitors to the
olassrooms?

(8) ?hat provisions do I make if I must leave the

t o o ®?

(9) ?hat ere the re- tal tions concerning children's leaving
the t o o ® or the building?
(10) How do X record and re port children* a attendance?
(11) What procedures do X follow when X a* absent?
(12) What procedure! are used for permitting children
to be released for religious instruction and to
ftttend dental and medical clinics?
(13) that provision is made for children who h~ve lunch
at school?
(14) how do I secure the services of the doctor, nurse,
clerk, attendance officer, and custodian
(15)

-hat help is available fox working with non Engliehapeaking u ila and parents?

(16) ?hat are my responsibilities during the yard and
lunchroom-duty assignments?
(17)

hat a® I expected to do about s plan book?

(18) ’That is the procedure for obtaining textbooks,
general, art, and sewing supplies, audio-visual
materials, physical-education ecuinment, and dupli
cating end ty ing service?
(19)

'here are the rooms for special activities*
science, crefts, audio-visual aids, shop?

library,

(20) iho are tha people in charge of tri :>s, audio-visual
ids, library?
(31) Whet are my responsibilities concerning room
decoration?
(22) May X visit other classes?
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What Can Be Done

Problems that axe old to the school axe new to the inexperienced teaohex.

The teaching schedule ie a new problem in which

everything must be cone from the beginning.

Thexe is also much

to learn about the rules and regulations of the school, its
traditions, and its sanctions.

The new teacher is a stranger in

the community with countless new names to remember.

A wise and

understanding superintendent accepts the increasing responsibility
to help these new teachers.
In a report of a study conducted by * x. Herbert A. Clawson,
principal of Mattoon High School, Illinois, he notes that few
administrators give the new teacher help in planning the work for
the year (l).

‘ore than half of the new teachers reported that

they would have welcomed help, such as:

information on school

policies, aid in emergency situations, and help in understanding
ou ile.

^hen asked to name the items they felt would have helped

them to become oriented, new teachers mentioned most frequently:
1.

Handbook

а

: nual

.

3.

Outline of the rules and regulations of the school

4.

Staff meetings devoted to the study of school
problems

5.

Conference with the superintendent or orincioal

б.

Opportunity to visit the elasess of experienced
teachers

7.

Help in planning work

8.

Help in the use of the grading system

8.

More cooperation between the administrators and
the teacher

10.

A study of t i e philosophy of the school.

Orientation of new teachers can be accomplished in a variety
of activities.

Some of these, according to Mr. Clawson (l), are

listed as follows:
1.

After ap ointment send the new teacher an inventory
so he may indicate his needs, as to housing and so on

3.

Give the new teacher all available information at
time of appointment

3.

Provide a handbook containing factual information
about the school’s rules, regulations, policies,
and other pertinent information

4.

Hold a pre-school conference or planning period

5.

Have an informal social meeting early in the year

6.

Assign an experienced teacher to help each newcomer

7.

Hold weekly meetings of the new teachers

8.

Provide adequate supervision, especially the first
few months

9.

Maks provisions for the new teacher to visit claeeee
of the experienced teacher of the system

10.

Place new teachers on committees and study groups

11.

Provide in-eervice training opportunities which
are designed especially for new teachers. Work
shops, study groups, staff meetings, and forums
Should be made available and should deal with
immediate problems of the local school system.

80

Summer Workshop

hew teachers Join the Glencoe, Illinois, public schools at
the beginning of a six-*reek program in June and July.

They (5)

examine the school philosophy and its Implementation; become
familiar »ith facilities, materi Is, and services; study records
of pupils they are to have; confer with the previous teacher;
and get their classrooms ready for fall.

The new teachers meet

their associates, the parents, and other members of the corns unity;
establish their living <uarters; -nd discover the resources about
them.

Mihen the school bell rings, M s s lewcomer oan hardly be

di-tlnguished from M s s

xoerienoed."

'

Here Than an Employee
Efforts at Lakewood, Ohio, have been keyed to a considera
tion of the new teaeher as an individual (15).

After a contract

is signed, emphasis is directed toward personal!s-ing adjustment
to the school system.

If a new teaoher is to be treated as an

individual, it is imperative that a great deal is learned about
him— his aspirations, experiences, abilities, attainments, travel
background, and avoe tional inters M s .

Barnes stick readily «hen

such information becomes a part of the welcome.

A teacher is

considered more than an employee; she is a personality and a
friend.
A copy of Professional Mraonnel Policies is provided for
all teachers.

"If polioies which protect, stiasul te, challenge,
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and reward are understood toy teaohera, their work will be more
enjoyable and their services store valuable,*

states Martin Ease*,

Superintendent of Schools, Lakewood, Ohio.
Orientation to a new school begins before a contract is
signed.

The Handbook ia a&de available to teachers seeking

employment in an effort to have them fully aware of current
icies.

At the time of employment a teacher should clearly

understand his relation to the administrative organization, the
salary schedule and other compensations for service, professional
growth standards, anu other policies governing the teachers.
"Arriving . . . Mease laet"
A complete schedule and information on the orientation
program of the Rochester, Minnesota, public schools was received
in re ly to an inquiry.

In part, the Inforn tion states:

Several weeks before a new teacher oomes to Rochester, he
receives a letter of welcome.

The letter includes offers to

■••t the arriving train or bus, and to help find living carters.
A month of orientation begins August 1.

During the first

two weeks, discussions and demonstrations of technics are
presented by administrators, counselors, nurses, and other con
sultant a.

The school is

b

twelve-month school system,

on-the-

job teaohera are asked to discuss parent-teacher conferences,
cumulative records, ana other aenects of school.
Later, parents

reet teachers individually.

A roo -mother
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is chosen for each new teacher.

At the first P. T. A. meeting all

teachers are introduced, and new teachers are presented with
oore •.e-fc.
"You Are Cordially Invited . . . "
The Des koines, Iowa, public schools have an orientation
meeting and tea for new teachers (5) on the day before the fall
conference opens.

At this meeting the assistant superintendent

in charge of personnel gives a talk and distributes a manual
explaining the privileges, responsibilities, and obligations of
teachers in the Dee koines schools.
The president of the local association welcomes the new
teachers, tells about professional association memberships and
activities, and distributes a brochure on local, etete, and
national assooi tion activities.

The chairman of the insurance

committee describes group-insurance plans for teachers.
*»

The

courtesy committee ohairman explains housing facilities, and
distributes lists of available rooms, apartments, and houses.
"Hard Knocks"
Are school executives systematically and successfully
facilitating the adaptation of their new teachers?

Or must new

teachers still rely on "hard knocks" in becoming adjusted to un
familiar situations?

The second question can not be answered in

so many words but a well organized induction program osn be an
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enlightening period for new personnel and an aid to the admini
strator.

These were questions raised by Cunkle (17) in his

survey of orientation practices in schools of Cook County,
Illinois.
Each time an individual moves fro® known acquaintances and
work procedures to new surroundings he must pass through an
orientation or adjustment period.

The new teacher con in:; into a

school for the first time as a faculty member, is surrounded by a
new environment and needs help in becoming acquainted with the
routine work and the varied servioes of the school,

There should

be some assistance given by administration and supervision that
will tr ke the orientation period nleasant and short,
must be orientated as soon as possible.

lew teachers

Value of the teacher

begins when orientation, or adjustment, is reached.

These are

gener 1 conclusions that h^ve been reached by Gunklei
1.

It would seem that the su erintervient or ether
administrator would be relieved of a number of
problem®, both significant and insignificant, if
a rather comprehensive orientation program were
held for new teachers.

2.

Philosophical principles ana policies of education
should not escape the new teacher. Good philosoohy
and sound policy are necessary in adjustment to
healthful teacher attitudes.

3.

If teachers haa a better understanding of school
organisation the efforts of the administrator and
his line and staff officers toward a more efficient
organization would be facilitated.

P o r t la n d ,

L rego n ,

G r e e t s T e a c h e rs

The public schools of Portland, Oregon, have developed a
program (11) to facilitate the adjustment of the newly elected
teachers to their school and com unity.
to study the needs of the new teacher.

K

committee was appointed

The general concurrence

was that the following are major needs of new teachers:
1.

To be adequately housed in an area as readily
accessible as possible to the school in which they
will teach.

2.

To feel that they are working in a friendly atmos
phere with teachers and administrators and a lay
public, that "includes them in" aril respects them
as Individuals.

3.

To beoome familiar with the corrr unity and its en
virons— the social, cultural and recreational
Opportunities of the environment.

4.

To become acquainted »ith their co-workers, fror?
the teachers within their building to the members
of the board of education, and to understand the
operating relationships within the organization.

5.

To know the philosophy and practices of the system
so th»t they may be aware of what is expected of
them.

6.

To underat nd how ana from whom they can obtain
help in improving their teaching— with respect to
methods ana to teaching aids and supplies.

7.

To be familiar with professional organizations,
certification standards, in-service training re
quirements, health service plans, and even the
teachers* credit union (since new teachers some
times need financial assistance early in the first
year).

The orientation period began two weeks before school opened
in the fall and particip tion of new teachers was optional, since

no provision in the budget had been made for paying new teachers
before school ooened.

The deciding factor for the length of the

period was difficulty of housing between two hundred and three
hundred new teachers.

An up-to-date teachers' handbook was

published and a housing bureau established.

In mid-summer a

letter was sent to the ne<- teachers to determine their needs.
detailed ohronolo y of the induction period

as trade known.

A

lew

teachers were introduced to the school system, to the administra
tion, the board of education, and the other teachers.

A special

committee was ap pointed to introduce the new teachers to the
cosuaunity.

Pany groups and or, ani?»tions, such as the Portland

Council of Parents and Teachers, The ^oroen of the Kiwanis, and
The Council of Churoh ?omen, participated in this phase of the
orientation.
A New "Old Hand"
It has sometimes been the janitor who most helped the new
teachar become aepu-int* ! «ith school policies.

? any admini

strators are beginning to realise that it is as important to get
a teacher started correctly as it is for a pupil to make a good
start in sohool.

Newton,

to welcome teachers (37).

assachuaetts, has developed a plan
A letter of welcome was sent out to

all new teachers, together with a booklet called ^ime out For
Fun.

The cornuunity relations committee asked the principal in

each building to choose sponsors for the new teachers.

On
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Sunday the local r. T. A. of each school had arranged for families
to entertain the new teachers.

Meetings of new teachers with

the orinolotl had been supplemented by city-wide meetings.
blems were analyzed and definite suggestions offered.

Pro

Information

and advice were given in a bulletin to the new teachers.

The

beat of these practices are summarised:
1.

-rite the new teacher a friendly letter

3.

Select a veteran member of the staff as his sponsor

3.

Provide information on su ervisory staff service

4.

Send the teacher curriculum materials in advance

5.

Conduct s tour of the school system

6.

Arrange informal sooial functions

7.

Help with plans for the first weeks

8.

Prepare a school handbook

9.

Be concerned with the teacher as a oerson.

fceeentially, the orientation of new teachers is another
aspect of good human relations.

Principals skilled in working

with their staffs in an atmosphere of mutual respect and harmony
have wakened to this opportunity for establishing good relations
with treir ne

teachers.
During That First Year

Often the new teacher is forgotten or neglected, once he has
been received into the new system and has begun his classroom
duties.
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Beginning teachers often fail for the following reasons,
according to a re -ort (10) by

illiain Conklin:

(l) poor disci

pline, (2) inability to cooperate, (3) failure to provide for
individual difference, (4) poor methods of presenting subject
matter, (5) lack of understanding, (6) lack of interest in
teaching.

He implies that supervisory work with the new teacher

merely starts when school opens.

A supervisor should sake short

visits to help, guide, and encourage the new teacher.

After

visitation there should be a cost-teaching conference.
Conklin also suggests that the administrator can use the
group meeting for praise, recognition, and suggestions for oartici > tion.

The administrator should fa^ve available educational

literature as a means of continuing professional study habits.
He should encourage membership in professional organisations.
Participation in community activities which are conducive to
good oo®!>unity-school relations will help the new member to his
place as a community citizen, and offers an attractive outlet for
energy in after school hours.
There are many demands on the administrator, but hie major
responsibility is the improvement of instruction.

He must also

be the teacher's friend.
Those Critical First Weeks
In another article by

illiam Conklin (9) it is recommended

that the teacher orientation program be^in during the eurr-rer by

mailing bulletins and orinted it terial to the newly assigned
teacher.

The new teacher is met u on arrival in the com-unity

by a teacher, an administrator, or a special group.

Then eoire

immediate community contact should be made, for living Quarters
and any personal needs.

There should be a ore-teaching conference

to iron out details and answer Questions concerning the school
and its operation.

A conducted tour of the school is advisable,

and perhaps of the city and community.

There should also be

group meetings to pool common solutions.

Inexoerienced teachers

should be given a light assignment of work.
are the moat important ones.

The beginning weeks

With oroper guidance during this

period, a real contribution can be made toward launching the new
teacher successfully on hie professional career.
Becoming a Part of the Faculty
"New teachers have the problems of acquainting themselves
with new professional associates, with unfamiliar regulations,
with different texts, and with new social contacts,"
W. P. Godwin, Superintendent of Schools,

states

inson, Kansas (16).

In the employment interview, quest?one are asked and answered
concerning any problem that the new teacher or the administrator
may have.

The Chamber of Commerce sends the teacher a letter of

welcome and s booklet concerning the city.

In July, a letter is

sent to the new teacher by the administration, which gives orien
tation information, and also notice of a "get-acquainted" oarty,
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the day before the first general faculty meeting.

Another social

event ie held for the teachers to meet the board of education.
Also included is a questionnaire to evaluate the orientation pro
gram, as it has been conducted.

Getting Started
A major responsibility of the administrative staff of any
school system is the orientation of the beginning teacher,
acoordin

to

iri-m Booth (4).

The supervisor must

tten t to

put confidence and poiee within the reaoh of all who are placed
under his jurisdiction.

The best means of bringing about this

desired end is generally conceded to be the pre-teaching or t>reeervice conference.
tne of the moat significant functions of the pre-service
conference is to acquaint the prospect «*ith the objectives of
courses of study and with the educational principles ??nd the
philosophy upon which they are founded.

In order that the efforts

of a beginning teacher may be both satisfying and fruitful of
results they must be well-olanned.

An instructor must be left

free to work out details according to his own design, so long as
they do not violate basic sresi^es.
A delicate problem facing the supervisor in dealing with a
new member of his de art.tent is to establish good relations be
tween principal, teacher, and staff.

Another useful device which

may be of benefit in solving the problems of the initiate la the
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group meeting.
To assure such understanding and cooperation the school
administrator must be to the begin ing teacher a friend, counse
lor, professional guide, and fellow worker.

Only when

u'da a

relationship exists can highest efficiency be ecu >led with that
hap iness which springe from satisfaction in a task well done.
Teacher Induction
The purooses of the program of Edwin 0, Clark, Dietriot
Superintendent, Reef-bunset Elementsry School District, Avenal,
California, were (6):
1.

To iccuaint teachers with the school's
and program.

hiloso'hy

3.

To accuaint teachers with the living, social, edu
cational, and recreational facilities of their
community.

3.

To acquaint teachers with what is considered suc
cessful work.

A handbook was sent out in July to all the new teachers.
Included such items as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Success in teaching
Gooperation with fellow workers
Community relationships
Instruction 1 performance
Supervision policy
School day
Sick leave
Teacher-Janitor relationships
Compensation-insurance benefits
Course of study

11.

Salary schedule

12.
13.

Teacher-bo®rd relationships
Professional org- nis^tions.

It
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The first six teachers' meetings were planned, as to tine,
purpose, method of dissemination, items covered, and person in
charge.

ORIINTATIuN PRACTICES

Similar practices have been found In many schools,

lost of

these can be classified under personal, social, and professional
adjustments.

The noet common practices reported in source

material have been grouped together under the following headings:
Personal
1.

Letters are written to the new teacher, ore-school.

2.

The new teacher meets the faculty, uoon arrival.

3.

A community committee welcomes new teachers.

4.

The teacher is given help to find adequate housing.

5.

Social events are claimed.

6.

Transportation may be offered to new teachers.

7.

Bohool advice is

8.

Sports programs are encouraged weekly.

9.

A guidance department is available.

10.

iven by co-workers.

Advertisements are run for teachers' housing needs.

Social
1.

A social pro ram is planned for school onenin; .

2.

The local te chers' association sponsors a social event.

3.

A family get-together is held by the school staff.

4.

} embers of toe P . T. A. invite ne
homes.

teachers to their
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5.

New teachers are honored by a luncheon by a local group.

Professional
1.

A handbook is

2.

A community booklet is given to the new teacher.

3.

A periodic supplement to the handbook ie issued.

4.

ubliehed for the new teacher.

;olioies of the school board are ;iven to the newcomer.

5.

a

list of co.-i i unity visiting places is sun lied.

6.

Information is supplied for purchasing supplies and
eouipment.

7.

A file of printed material is available for the newcomer.
Planning the Program

The plans should be made by teachers for teachers with
attention to real problems.

Unless the orientation program is

carefully planned it will do little or no good.

Those respon

sible should keep oertain principles in mind and should decide
whioh devices would be most useful for presenting their program.
An important thing to remember is that the program should
be so flexible that it can be suited to the differing needs of
the new teachers (15).

Those who already live in the community

need no help with housing.

The teacher who la changing from one

school to another does not need to learn about the credit union
or the retirement system, among other things.

The beginning

teacher who comes from outside the community needs everything
that h»6 already been suggested.
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The emphasis for the whole program should be on voluntary
cooperation (ll).

Neither the new teachers nor those already in

the system should be reculred to take part unless the budget
allows payment for the additional time.

Teachers in the system,

especially those active in the teachers' association, may be glad
to have the opportunity to work with the new teachers, but may
not be able to do more than advise on the pl*ns.

New teachers

would be glad to have help with their problems, but unless they
are informed well in advanoe, they may have conflicting obliga
tions.

The new teacher mi ht take a summer Job *ith the under

standing that he could work until a certain d-te.
be expected to violate that agreement.

Fe should not

If the orientation pro

gram la compulsory, the new teacher must be told when he will be
expected to report, ae soon as he agrees to aooept the position.
The center of interest of the orientation program should be
the immediate problems of the teacher, those he will meet and
must solve in the first days or weeks of school.

Teachers'

meetings and conferences later can take up where the orientation
rogram ended, but they belong primarily to the activities de
signed to help the teacher in service.
The orientation program is designed to help the beginning
teacher bridge the gap from theory to practice, and the teacher
ho is undertaking new work to adjust to the new situation as
ra idly as possible.

Their problems are almost entirely practical

ones, so the orientation ::>ro ra» is not the
:1

;

'

'

»

•

_

' ..

lace for theories.
_

_____
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Since their problems are not all professional, the program must
touch on personal and social ones.

Professional problems are

more easily solved when the teacher is not worried about other
matters.
Technics
Several device© are generally acceptable for presenting
information and for giving assistance to the ne* teachers.

Among

these are the following:
1.

The general meeting.—

he general meeting can bring all

new teachers together to make sure that they know where
to
2.

o for needed information.

Small conference groui*.— This gives the new teacher an
opportunity to exchange ideas, and have explained the
forms and items in the handbook.

3.

Individual conferences.— The program of the new teacher
< be discussed with the principal and supervisor.

4.

Demonstrations.— The new teacher should be shown how to
handle any equipment provided for the classroom.

5.

Printed materials.— This

ill induce a school handbook,

and a community booklet and mao.
6.

Letters.— The superintendent should write a letter of
welcome to the new teacher (27).

Community groups tray

also do the same thing.
7.

¥ree time.— The new teacher must have free time to take
care of personal needs before school starts.
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6.

A teacher advisor.— Experienced teaohers ehould be
available to help new teachers, beginning during the
orientation period and continuing during the first weeks
of school.

9.

Tours.— The teacher c n be taken on a tour of the school
building, the city, and the community.

10.

Social.— Informal gatherings are the be?t way to help
the new teaoher to get acquainted, preferably away from
school.

Compendium
It is encouraging to note that many thin s
for new teaohers.

re being done

feany c o m ;unities are jiving thought to the

induction of new teaohers (27).

Pre-school orientation programs

range in length from two days (36, 39) to two weeks, as in
Portland, Oregon (11).

Lakewood, Ohio (15), gives little time to

group activities before the ooening of school but tries to assign
new teachers to their schools in June so that they will have a
better chance to find suitable housing and make preparations for
the ooening of school.

Much correspondence is carried on with

the new teachers and many individual conferences held.
gram of Portland, Oregon,
hensive.

m he pro

is one of the most varied end eomore-

It is especially notable for the number of groups in

the community that contribute to it.

They contribute not only

during the induction period but throughout the ye?r (ll).

The growing list of communities where the school system
wake® a special effort to help the new teacher ie proof of the
belief of school administrators in the value of

uch ■etiviti s.

C H A P T E R III

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS
In the proceeding chapters the need of an orientation pro
gram for new teachers has been shown, and the literature of
current orientation practices surveyed.

This chanter contains

the analysis of the « ueetionnalre returns.
Questionnaires were completed and returned by administrators
from two hundred forty-nine sohools in Minnesota and North Dakota.
The data secured was compiled, analyzed, and interpreted to pre
sent current orientation practices.

The tvienty-five most common

orientation iteme were listed in the questionnaire, as were three
methods of explanation.

A copy of the Questionnaire is found in

the Appendix.
The number of schools to which Questionnaires were sent is
shown in the Table of Compilation.

It also shows the number and

per cent of Questionnaires completed and returned, each state
tabulated separately.

The percentages were computed from the

total number of Questionnaires returned.
The Table number corresponds to the number of the item in
the oue-tionnaire.

TABLE OF COMPILATION

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF THE SCHOOLS REPORTING

Number of
Questionnaires
Distributed

Minnesota

Number of
Questionnaires
Received

Per cent
of Schools
Reporting

213

193

91

60

56

93

273

249

North Dakota

Total

PI.54

Two hundred seventy-two Questionnaires were sent out Faroh
17, 1954, to the schools with fifteen and more teachers in the
states of Mnnesota and North Dakota, as explained In Chapter 2*
A total of one hundred eighty-six returns were received, or sixtyeight per cent.

About two weeks later, on April 2, seventy-four

follow-up post cards were sent cut as a reminder to the schools
which had not responded.

Sixteen returns were received for a

total of twenty-one per cent of the seventy-four

ost cards sent.

This brought the total returns up to two hundred two, or seventyi.

.i test*

6m

i

ril LI ilxtf- K

I pu i t i m n i m

were sent out to the remaining school® which had not responded.
On ench questionnaire was a hand-written note stating:
interested in what you are doing in your school.
the items to complete my survey.

Thanks."

"I am

Please check

This second question

naire brought forty-seven returns, for a total of sixty per cent
of the sixty-eight :uestionnsires sent.

At the time of this

writing, the total returns from all three inquiries was two hun
dred forty-nine, or 81.54 per cent.
The total per cent of returns indicate the interest in the
subject of teacher orientation.
cooperative and prompt.

The -dr;inistraters were very

The 91.54 oer cent return on the total

number of questionnaires sent may be considered a fair sampling,
and should produce a reasonably accurate account of the conditions
as they exist in the orientation field of the schools surveyed.
One superintendent in central Minnesota returned the ques
tionnaire unanswered, with this con merit:

* e do not believe

that questionnaires of this kind serve any useful purpose in
educational research."

It was the only one of its kind in the

two hundred forty-nine returns.
Another superintendent from west central Minnesota returned
a com leted cuestionn ire with a terse remark!
these— we do them."

■ e don’t explain

However, the returned questionnaire gave the

response desired.
Together with returned questionnaires came seventeen requests
for additional copies of the questionnaire itself.

They were to
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be used for teachers' meetings and as guides for construction of
handbooks.
The last Item on the questionnaire was the statement that
the author would ap reelste receiving copies of available hand
books.

Twenty-nine superintendents responded by sen' ing c o d e s .

Handbooks ranged from the very sketchy to those covering minute
details.

It is evident that much work, time, and effort had

gone into tne Planning of the school handbooks.
From personal correspondence with other souroes outside of
the surveyed states, eleven papers were received.

They indicate,

as do the ouestionnaires, that there is a wide variety of pro
grams, and that all are centered about the main theme of properly
orienting the new teachers.
In the explanation fox filling out the Questionnaire the
superintendents were asked to check the items as they applied to
their school system.

In the tabulation for item 1, which appears

in Table 1 for example, more are shown for schools in North
Dakota than the number of Questionnaires sent for this state.
The explanation is that each item had four possible places for a
check, plus a write-in space.

It is possible and probable that

as many as three of the ohecks are a:vlicable to each item.

It

seems to the writer that a really effective orientation program
would require the problems to be e x n l d n e d in handbooks, discussed
in faculty meetings, and talked over at an interview or confer
ence.
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TABLE 1
DAILY SCHEDULE

NuHTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Nuasber

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Explained
in handbook

15

25

101

48

116

43

Faculty
Meetings

41

68

151

71

182

71

Interview,
Conference

33

53

46

22

78

39

0

0

1

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1

1.7

Nubsber

Per
cent

.04

The data in Table 1 show that more schools in both the
states of Minnesota and North Dakota explained the daily schedule
to their new teachers through the medium of faculty meetings,
than by any other means.

The results indicate that explanation

of this item is considered important for only one return replied
it was unnecessary in this school.

Not shown in the Table, a

total of three hundred eighty-seven check® were made on this
item in the two hundred forty-nine returns.

This merely indi

cates that a great number of schools explain the item in several
ways.

This Table also shows the extent of handbook usage among

the schools,

Minnesota schools report a larger percentage of

handbooks than do those in North Dakota.

The remaining Tables
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will serve to further prove that contention.
The first tabled item is also the first indicator that in
lieu of a handbook ®any of the items are explained in an inter
view or conference.

TABLE 2
EXT'. A-CU? RIGULAR &F.SP0N8IBII.ITI <8

N O R T H DAKOTA

TOTAL

MINNESOTA

Per
cent

i-’uns—
ber

Per
cent

15

25

80

Meetings

32

53

Interview,
Oonferenoe

43
0

Num-

Method
Explained
in handbook

bex

ber

Per
cent

36

95

35

109

51

141

53

72

102

48

145

53

0

0

0

0

0

Mum-

Facul ty

Unnecessary
in this School

It is very important that the new teacher have explained to
hi® or her what the duties are in addition to the teaching of
academic subjects.

North Dakota schools inform their teachers on

this matter during interviews and conferences, almost as much as
all other methods oombined.

Minnesota schools u??e the regular

scheduled faculty meetings more than any other method.

All

schools reporting explain the item in some for® to their new
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teachers.

Of all the items checked, this one had the larger*

total in the interview, conference column.

A total of one hundred

forty-five superintendents so indicated.

TABLE 3
HOMEROOM AND CLASSROOM RESPONSIBILITIES

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Humber

Per
cent

Humber

Per
cent

Nunsber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

13

22

79

37

93

34

Faculty
Meetings

41

68

141

64

182

67

Interview,
Conference

29

46

69

33

98

36

0

0

1

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

.47

1

.04

Table 3 illustrates that the highest per cent of schools in
both surveyed states use the faculty meetings as a medium for
explaining the homeroom and classroom responsibilities to their
new teachers.

Problems here u & y be problems common to ill n®»

teachers and could be explained to all concerned at one meeting.
It seem® to the writer that the one Minnesota school that does
not concern itself with this problem is likely to have a disorgan
ized school opening.

Thirteen schools reported using bulletins
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and one school reported using a letter written to the teacher to
help orient him or her on this point.

TABLE 4
SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY

NOHTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Mumber

Per
cent

Hunsber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

le

33

99

49

118

43

f •eulty
Meetings

45

75

153

73

197

73

Interview,
Conference

16

27

47•

32

63

23

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1

.17

3

1.4

Muaber

Per
cent

4

1.5

The new teacher needs to understand the school philosophy.
In both states, a total of seventy-two per cent report they use
the faculty westing to explain the school philosophy to the new,
inexperienced teacher.

The school philosophy is a topic that

should be explained to

11 the teachers assigned,

Host of the

handbooks that have been sent by superintendents had a written
or printed copy of their philosophy contained therein.
Minnesota school explains this in a pre-school workshop.

One
Three

Minnesota schools and one North Dakota school reported no need
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to ©xplein the school philosophy at all, to their new teachers.

TABLE 5
LIBRARY AND PROFESSIONAL BOOKS

*

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

humber

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

10

17

36

17

46

17

Faculty
Meetings

45

75

133

62

177

65

Interview,
Conference

14

23

37

17

51

19

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1

.17

6

3.8

2.i

7

Table 5 presents information on an important aspect of inservice training and the means of informing new teachers of the
eohool’s policy.

Programs vary from required subscriptions to

professional periodicals, to studying a new, professional book
as a part of each faculty meeting.

Table 5 clearly shows us that

about three-fifths of the schools reporting explained the use of
the library at one or more of the faculty meetings.

This prac

tice is more common than all the other methods oombined.

Ten

schools reported that information on this item was distributed
by means of bulletins.

One school reported using a soecial

library bulletin, with directions for using, and a list of the
new books as they were received.

Almost three per cent of the

Minnesota schools reporting had no plan for orienting the new
teachers on library arid orofession 1 books.

TABLE 6
PRE-SCHOOL fCRK SHOPS

NORTH DAKOTA
Number

Method
Explained
in Handbook

Per
cent

TOTAL

MINNESOTA
Mumber

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

4

7

33

16

37

14

19

32

89

42

108

40

Interview,
Conference

6

10

31

15

37

14

Unneoeesary
in this School

8

13

32

15

40

15

Faculty
Meetings

The information in Table 6 was obtained from item 6 on the
questionnaire, and deals with the pre-school workshops.

The

item had a low percentage of response, but those who answered
again indicated the freeuent use of faculty meetings.

The item

drew several comments, most of them to the effect that the schools
did not hold any pre-school workshops or that they were not
needed.

Forty per cent indicated that orientation on this tonic

vat unnecessary.
such.

Thit vat the second largest method listed as

It also may be an indication that the school did not hold

any pre-school workshops.

The same situation is again seen in

later questions in the General Information.

The identical total

number and per cent ute the handbook for their explaining as do
those using the interview or conference.

Four schools are using

letters to their new teachers to give the® advanced Information.

TABLE ?
ROLL, ABSENCES, TARDINESS OF PUPILS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Num
ber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

30

33

103

49

123

45

Faculty
Meetings

42

70

119

56

161

59

Interview,
Conference

17

28

32

15

49

18

0

0

1

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

Num
ber

Per
cent

.47

Num
ber

Per
cent

1

It is well for the new teacher to know before the first
class bell rings suoh things as how to take roll oroperly, and
what to do with absences end tardiness.

Practices v-ry and it is

therefore important to explain to the new teaoher how this is
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done.

The two mo^t common ways ^re the faculty meetings and the

faculty handbooks, as resorted in the survey,

seventy per cent

of all North Dakota schools reporting make use of their faculty
meetings to explain these to their new teachers.
reported using bulletins to inform their teachers.

Eleven schools
Attendance

is an important faotor in school euccees and an uninformed
teacher will be in no ooeition to -d • to that success.

TABLE 8
POLICIES ON TEXTBOOKS AND WORKSHOPS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

humber

Per
cent

ber

Per
oent

Explained
in handbook

19

32

90

42

109

40

Faculty
Meetings

43

72

133

63

176

65

Interview,
Conference

18

30

38

18

56

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

Nubs—

humber

Per
cent

A new teacher must know and understand the school policy on
textbooks and workbooks.

Some schools may furnish both to the

pu.il; other schools, one or the other, end some furnish none.
In any case the teacher must know what to do.

A tot»l of sixty-

five per cent of schools in tooth states explain the procedure at
faculty meetings.

Forth Dakota schools report seventy-two per

cent in this method alone.
item in their program.

All the$ schools reporting Include this

Fourteen of the surveyed schools h~ve the

policy explained in bulletins sent fro® the administrator’s
office.

The teacher should also be able to evaluate the merits

of different textbooks and how to ohangrn a ©arise, if neesssary.
Table 8 shows that Minnesota schools make more use of a handbook
and less of interviews and conferences.

TABLE 9
OPENING DAY PROCEDURE

NORTH DAKOTA

TOTAL

MINNESOTA

Humber

Per
oent

Number

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

14

23

65

31

79

29

Faculty
Meetings

45

75

158

74

203

75

Interview,
Conference

14

23

24

11

38

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

Method

Unnecessary
in this Bohool

The superintendents that answered the questionnaire indicate
the importance of the opening day for the new teaoher.

The tot=l
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number of two hundred three is the largest response for any one
item of the entire Questionnaire.

This was also explained at

faculty meetings and it is understood that, almost without excep
tion, there is at least one teachers* meetin

before school opens.

If there is no pre-echool workshop there may be a faculty meeting
the day prior to school.

Every school that reported explained

the opening procedure in some way.
in the pre-school bulletin.

Eighteen schools explained it

These bulletins wsre issued in June

at some schools, while others were distributed }ust prior to the
opening day.
procedure.

Nearly all of the handbooks listed opening day
One school reported tn t this was stated on the con

tract, and other schools listed workshops as their means of
orienting the teachers.
*han an emergency arises it is top late to inform the
teaoner what to do.

The new teacher should know approved proce

dures in case of fire, accidents, illnesses, and any other cases
of emergency.

As shown in Table 10, all schools reporting in

both states have indicated that something is done to inform the
new teacher.

Sixty-three per cent report giving out this infor

mation at faculty meetings.
other methods oombined.

It is more common here then all the

Some schools use directing signs, student

assistance, and also signs within each room.

Twenty-two schoole

issue periodic* bulletins covering emergency regulations.

One

school reports explanation during pre-school workshop, and another
school covers it by letter.

It may be noted that in

innesota

T A B L E 10

EMERGENCY REGULATIONS (FIRE,

NORTH DAKOTA

ETC.)

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Method

Humber

Per
cent

Mumber

Per
cent

Expleined
in Handbook

16

37

107

53

123

45

Faculty
Meetings

43

72

129

61

172

63

Interview,
Conference

13

20

17

8

29

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unnecessary
in this Pohool

Number

Per
cent

only eight per cent of the surveyed schools use an Interview or
conference, and this may be due to the fact that the item concerns
all teachers alike and should be taken up at some type of group
gathering.
Three schools reported the explanation of the visual aid
program unnecessary to the new teacher, ae indicated in Table 11.
Once more the faculty meeting is the most frequent manner of
informing.

A new teacher must know the aide available, method of

obt ining, and the proper care and handling in their usage.

A

new teacher should know the policy on student operators, rooms
available, and time that the equipment may be used.

An estimated

two-thirds of the handbooks received have a section devoted
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TABLE 11

U8E OF VISUAL AIDS

NORTH DAKOTA

? INhFSGTA

TOTAL

Humber

Per
cent

Number

Per
oent

Number

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

17

28

79

37

96

35

Faculty
Meetings

40

67

139

66

179

66

Interview,
Conference

17

28

40

19

57

21

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1

to audio-visual aids.

.17

3

.64

3

1.1

Thirty-five per cent of the surveyed

schools report definition in their handbook.

Fifty-seven per cent

have checked interview and conference for the explanation of
visual aids.
author.

This figure is much higher than

expected by the

It indicates that this is very ooenonly regarded as an

individual problem, by school

dmlnistrators.

One school reported

using a letter, but it is doubtful if a letter alone would be
sufficient to cover this item.
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T A B L E 12

FAOULTY MEETINGS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Method

Num
ber

Per
cent

Num
ber

Per
cent

Num
ber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

18

30

71

34

89

33

Faculty
Meetings

37

62

122

58

159

58

Interview,
Conference

11

18

22

10

33

IP

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unnecessary
in this School

It seems rather obvious that the item of faoulty meetings
would probably be exolained at the first faculty meeting at the
opening of the school year.
designated.

The time and t>lace le generally

Future programs may be planned and some central

*

theme may be used for a semester or a year.

Each teacher should

know what he or she le expected to contribute.

One hundred fifty-

nine schools indicated explaining this item at faculty meetings.
About one-third of the sohools used the handbook.
schools issued this information through a bulletin.

Nineteen
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TABIJE 13

FACULTY PRIVILEGES

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

Nub -

TOTAL

Nu b ber

Per
cent

ber

Per
cent

Humber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

17

28

80

38

97

36

Faoulty
Meetings

37

62

123

58

159

58

Interview,
Conference

13

22

29

14

42

15

0

0

3

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1.4

3

1.1

It may be embaraseing to find out the wrong way what a
teacher can do and what one should not do, as a faoulty member.
The new teacher should be told what is expected of him or her,
and also what can be anticipated from the school, the city, and
the community.

Three schools reporting had experienced no need

for explaining this to the new teacher, and on inspection of
Table 13, one can see that the faculty meetings are used most
frecuently for explanation of privileges.

It is interesting to

note that the response shown for interview and oonferenoe is low,
only fifteen per cent.

T A B L E 14

ILLNESS AND MAKE-UP WORK

WORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Humber

Per
cent

Nil®—
ber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

19

32

99

45

118

43

Faculty
Meetings

41

53

117

55

158

58

Interview,
Conference

18

30

27

13

45

17

0

0

0

0

0

0

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

Humber

Per
cent

The new teacher must know the school policy toward illneea
of children and what to do concerning ®ake-un

ork.

Souse schools

have very definite regulations pertaining to these items, such as:
(l) all p u >11 illness should be reported to the school nurse, if
there is one in the school system; (2) an important function of
the teacher is to observe the health of the children in the
school; (3) the teacher must know the policy on exclusion and
admittance of pu ils.
item to their teachers.

Every school that reported explained this
Twelve schools issued bulletins, and the

two methods most frequently checked were the faculty meetings and
the handbook.

North Dakota and Minnesota reported almost the

same per cent using the faoulty meetings for explaining the item.
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TABLE 15

QRADINO AND REPORT CARDS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Num
ber

Per
cent

dum
ber

Per
oent

Explained
in Handbook

21

35

94

44

115

42

Faculty
Meetings

42

70

146

69

188

69

Interview,
Conference

15

25

37

17

52

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

Num
ber

Per
cent

Each school may have a different policy on grading and method
of reporting.

The new teaoher should be familiar with reporting

periods, the signing and return of cards, marking sheets and the
key to marking.

If the school has a no-failure policy it should

be made known to the new teachers.
heaviest tabulations.

This Item received one of the

It seems from the report that all the

schools include this item in their orientation program.

Most

superintendents use the faculty meetings for explanation of
grading policies, and both North Dakota and Minnesota have about
the same per cent indicated.

Fourteen schools indioate that

bulletins ere used, and one school uses a letter to the new
teacher.

Symbols of pupil achievement, or lack of it, have
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ranged all the way from oorporal punishment to cash scholarships.
The new teacher should know the school policy.

TABLE 16
IVMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Humber

Per
cent

Hum—
ber

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

15

25

45

21

60

22

Faculty
Meetings

36

43

79

37

105

39

Interview,
Conference

13

32

57

37

70

26

4

7

18

8

22

8

lfethod

Unnecessary
in this bchool

A supervising teacher with whom the new teacher works is a
professional leader, guide, confidential source of Information
and inspiration.

Twenty-two schools indicated no need for

orientation on this subject, the per cent being about equal in the
sohoola surveyed of both states.
cent return in all headings.

North Dakota had a better per

Six schools issued bulletins with

this information for their new teachers.

A pre-visit to the

school and to the supervising teacher will facilitate orientation.
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tabu

: I?

ANNuUMOEMIlif# AND BULLETIN BOARDS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

Vethod

Number

Per
cent

Hu®ber

Explained
in Handbook

12

20

54

Faculty
Meetings

40

67

Interview,
Conference

8

13

Unnecessary
in this School

1

.17

TOTAL

Per
cent

Nu»ber

Per
cent

35

66

24

138

60

168

62

32

10

30

11

11

5

13

4. <

bulletin boards may be used to display pictures end clip
pings, pupils' work;, assignments, announcements, photographs,
posters, maps, charts, diagrams, and other material related to
the work taking place in the classroom.

Various methods are used

for making school announcements, from using a "runner" to the use
of a loud speaking system.

The new teacher should be oriented

where to look for announcements and what to expect, and even to
the time to expect routine announcements.

Four per cent of all

schools reporting found this item as unnecessary, and seventeen
schools issued information in special bulletins.

Faculty meetings

are the rrost commonly used method of orienting the new teacher
concerning announcements end bulletin boards.

TABUS 18

TEACHER APTITUDE TESTS

NORTH DAKOTA
Humber

Method

Her
cent

MINNESOTA
humber

TOTAL

Per
cent

Nu b ber

Per
cent

Explained
in handbook

3

5

10

5

13

5

Faoulty
Meetings

6

13

39

18

47

17

Interview,
Conference

2

3

17

8

19

7

15

25

66

31

81

38

Unnecessary
in this School

Mighty-one schools, or twenty-ei ht per cent, reported no
need fox explanation of teacher aptitude tests.

This item was

Barked less than any other ite» on the oueationn ire.

Only

twenty-nine schools gave any indication that a testing progra®
wee used.

The impression was made that very few schools sdirinis-

ter tests of any kind to new teachers after they are assigned.
However, if tests are given,

the new teacher should know when

they are offered, wh; t use is Bade of the results, and if suoh
tests are mandatory.
as shown in Table 18.

The ite® is found in very few handbooks,
bix sohoola »ention the item through hand

books fro® the administrators* office.

TABU; 19
CUSTODIAL SERVICE

NORTH DAKOTA
Humher

Per
cent

11

Meetings
Interview,
Conference

Method
Explained
in Handbook

TOTAL

MINNESOTA
Nu®-

humber

Per
cent

25

63

33

101

46

132

48

38

27

13

44

16

5

18

8

31

8

ber

Per
cent

18

53

31

53

1?
3

Faculty

Unnecessary
in this School

Many of the items the teacher need* in the classroom must
be obtained froai the custodian.

Often the school janitors hare

much more authority than s new teacher might be willing to assign
them.

Twenty-one eohoole report it is not necessary to inform

a new teacher about the eervioee of the janitor.

Of those

orienting teachers concerning this item, forty-eight per cent
indiosted the faculty meeting medium most often used.

The report

terms to signify th- t not much stress is placed on this item.
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TABLE 20

LIST Of RULES AND REGULATIONS

NORTH DAKOTA

KINNE80TA

TOTAL

Method

Humber

Per
oent

Number

Per
oent

Sumber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

22

37

120

57

143

53

Faoulty
Meetings

36

60

101

46

137

50

Interview,
Conference

11

15

23

10

33

12

0

0

2

Unnecessary
in this School

.94

3

.35

Rules and regulations are closely related to school policy,
and superintendents report explaining this item more often in
their handbooks than any other method.

This item

as checked

very frequently, although two schools indicate that there is no
need.

The new teacher trust know the regulations as they apply

to the pupils and to the faculty.

School rules and regulations

may have grown out of community need; if so, it is well for all
teachers to be informed.

The new teacher is concerned with rules

as they apply to hia.self and to his immediate classroom.

Seven

teen bulletins and one letter are also used by sohools surveyed,
for acquainting the new teacher with rules and regulations.
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TABLE 21

SICK LEAVE PROVISIONS

NORTH DAKOTA
Method

Hum—
ber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

30

32

Faculty
Meetings

35

Interview,
Conference
Unnecessary
in this School

MINNESOTA
Hum-ber

TOTAL

Per
cent

Humber

Per
cent

106

50

125

46

58

65

40

120

44

6

13

27

13

33

12

2

3

3

1.4

5

1.8

The new teacher should know the school policy on sick leave
deduction of pay, accumulative leave, and substitute teachers,
as

ell as knowing emergency leave procedures.

Forty-six per

cent of returns explained this item in the school handbook.

The

faculty meeting is rated secondly, as forty-four per cent of
the schools explain sink leave this ^ay.

Five schools reported

that aick leave provisions are stated in the contract, and nine
teen use the school bulletin.

Five schools also noted that

new teacher orient lion on sick leave provisions was unnecessary*
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TABLE 23

ASSEMBLY PROGBAVS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Nun:ber

Per
cent

Bumber

Per
oent

Jumber

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

14

33

69

33

83

30

Faculty
Meetings

41

71

119

56

160

59

Interview,
Conference

12

20

21

10

33

12

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1

1.4

4

1.9

5

1.8

3ome schools vary the time of assembly programs and others
use specified school periods.

Explanation is given during the

faculty meetings, in fifty-nine per cent of the total returns.
Almost one-third of the schools reporting have the item of the
assembly program listed end explained in the school handbook.
The new teacher needs to know if the assemblies will interfere or
aid in the daily classroom program.

Five schools deemed it un

necessary and nineteen sohools explained the questions concerning
assembly programs by means of a bulletin.

One school reoorted

explaining this item by personal letter to the new teacher before
the fall opening of school.
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TABLE 23

GUIDANCE iJH<jORAI/S

NORTH DAKOTA
Method

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Num-

Per

Ku k -

Per

Num-

Per

ber

cent

ber

cent

ber

cent

Explained
in Handbook

16

2?

66

38

83

30

Faculty
Meetings

39

65

128

60

167

61

Interview,
Conference

15

25

44

21

59

23

Unnecessary
in this School

1

1.4

3

1.4

4

1.!

Four returns were cheeked in the column indie-t,in~ no need
of orienting a new teaoher on guidance programs.

The faculty

meeting is most often used and listed by one hundred sixty-seven
schools.

Almost one-third of the reporting sohool? hove- this

item included in their handbook.

Specific records m a y be de

manded of tha teacher in personality adjustment, health, recrea
tion, social, educational, and occupational areas.

In these

areas the new teachers are informed by faculty meetings, hand
books, and fifty-nine report by interview or conference.
school listed the item in the teachers' contract.

One
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TABLE 24
SCHOOL CALENDAR

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

Num
ber

Per
oent

Explained
in Handbook

16

37

106

50

122

45

Faculty
Meetings

42

70

103

49

145

53

Interview,
Conference

15

25

13

6

28

10

0

0

1

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

Num
ber

TOTAL

Per
cent

.47

Num
ber

Per
cent

.0-

1

The school calendar is often H a t e d on the first or second
page of the faculty handbook.

The calendar usually consists of

teachers’ meetings, holidays, athletic events, scho 1 vacations,
and special events.

Twenty schools explained the calendar in the

administrators’ bulletin, and one school used a letter.

Fifty

per cent of the Minnesota schools explained this item in the
handbook, and about the same amount informed by faculty meetings.
In North Dakota seventy per cent orient by the faculty meeting
aa compared to twenty-seven per cent by use of the handbook.
There is a wide difference between the schoola of the two surveyed
states o. this one point.
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TABLE 35

HANDLING OF ACTIVITY FUNDS

NORTH DAKOTA

MINNESOTA

TOTAL

Number

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Number

Per
cent

Explained
in Handbook

14

33

75

35

89

33

Faculty
Meetings

33

55

108

51

141

53

Interview,
Conference

13

20

34

15

46

17

10

5

11

4

Method

Unnecessary
in this School

1.4

1

Improper handling of money, even though unintentional, may
become disconcerting.

If it is required that the nee teacher

make money transactions, it should be clear to the handler what
the procedure is.

Eleven schools indicate no need for this item;,

and the faculty meeting is again roost used for instructing the
new teacher on handling activity funds.
itero in the school bulletin.

Ten schools mention this

It would aeero that a higher per

cent would have checked the interview column, as special instruc
tion is often given for specific tasks of handling money,

one

out of every three schools surveyed had this item explained in
the school handbook.
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U9e of Community Resources
The orientation ouestionnaire is divided into two sections.
The first part deals with teaching problems and is numbered from
one through twenty-five.

The second section, consisting of items

thirty-one through forty-four, is again diviled into two parts;
the first part deals with the use of community resources in the
orientation program, and the second part covers general informa
tion items.
It is apparent from Table 86 that eighty-one per cent of all
the schools surveyed make use of the newspapers to inform the
public of the teacher's assignment and arrival in the community,
iart of this may be clue to the efforte of the local newspaper
editor.

There is a possibility that those reporting no use of s

newspaper did not have the facilities of such in their community.
Several write-ins indicated that the su »erintendent takes
the responsibility to welcome the new teachers, and does not rely
on community grou s or Io c p I com ittees.

In the school? surveyed

in Minnesota, the same per cent report having a welcoming commit
tee as those not having one.

In North T)=kota one out of every

two schools surveyed reported having no special planned welcome
for the new teacher.
Adequate housing is one of the major personal problems of a
teacher coming into a new community.

Vary schools today are

becoming more actively concerned with housing for teachers.
North Dakota schools appeared to be more concerned with billeting

6S

TABLE 26

IS USE PA.DE OF THE FOLLOW!NO rE8CUPCES?

Item
31.

Yes

82

5

8

Minnesota

170

80

13

6

Total

219

81

18

7

Coma ittee or looal group to welcome the new teacher.
North Dakota

18

30

35

58

Minnesota

89

42

90

42

107

40

125

46

Looal group or school plan to aid teachers with housing.
North Dakota

34.

46

76

6

10

1innesots

142

66

43

20

Total

188

69

49

18

9

15

36

60

Minnesota

85

12

149

70

Total

34

13

185
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Provision of a city map.
North Dakota

35.

Per cent

49

Total
33.

No

Newspapers to inform of teacher's assignment and arrival.
North Dakota

32.

Per cent

Introduction to church affiliation.
North Dakota

22

37

37

45

Minnesota

62

36

112

52

Total

84

31

139

51

70

than do the Minnesota schools

urveyed, as ten per cent »ore

schools indicated so in tne answers to the questionnaire.

Cnly

eighteen per cent of all sohools responding had no provisions for
a local group or school plan to aid the teachers with their
housing problems.
Few schools provide a city map for the new teachers.

The

need for a city map may vary directly with the size of the city.
Sixty-eight per cent of all schools retorting do not make pro
vision of map distribution to the new teachers.
une of the ways to become established in a community is
through membership in a religious organization.

About half of

the surveyed sohools do not provide any introduction of the new
teacher to £ church affiliation.
gave no reply to this cuestion.

Over cne hundred administrators

General Information
Seventy-five per cent of all schools reporting indicate that
the new teachers know which professional organizations he or she
is expectec; to join.
educators.

This may be a trend in professionalizing

The new teacher may be told before signing a contract

what organizations

ith -which to become associated, or to join.

The positive indications that ap ear on voluntary insurance
plans are the ease as in the previous item on professional organ
izations.

This has the highest affirmative response of any item

in the Questionnaire.

Three-fourths of the surveyed schools

provide information to their new teaohers concerning credit unions,
hospitalization, retirement, and other voluntary insurance plans.
About half of all the schools that reported indicate that
some type of a directory was provided by the school administration
for the new teachers, that lists the members of the school board,
administrative officers and directors, and su-iervisors of the
local board.

Some superintendents indicated by writing that only

a part of the above list

as inelu ed in their school directory.

The new, inexperienced teacher is concerned about supervi
sory visitation.

Seventy-five per cent of the school supervisors

make more frequent visits to the new, inexperienced teacher than
they io to the experience’ teacher.

leven per cent make less

vieits, and five su erintendents indicated that they make both
nore and less visits to the new teacher's classroom.

This situa

tion is highly improbable; the que-tion may have been misinter
preted.
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TABLE 27

GENERAL INFORMATION

Itens
36.

Yes

66

3

5

Minnesota

164

77

17

8

Total

204

75

20

7

Information provided about voluntary insurance plans.
40

66

15

25

Minnesota

164

77

17

8

Total

204

75

32

12

Directory provided of school administration •
34

57

14

23

Minnesota

110

47

71

34

Total

144

53

85

31

North Dakota

39.

Wore supervisory visits to new inexperienced teacher.
48

80

4

7

Minnesota

155

73

20

9

Total

203

75

24

9

North Dakota

40.

Per' cent

40

North Dakota

38.

No

Understanding of professional <organizations expected to Join
North Dakota

37.

Per cent

Less supervisory visits to new inexperienced teacher.
9

15

41

68

Minnesota

22

10

151

71

Total

31

11

192

71

North Dakota

73

General Information
uestionnaire items forty-one and forty-two seemed to be
difficult fox a large number of superintendents to answer, as
demonstrated by many write-in remarks.

Uver half of all the

schools resorting have no plan to pay their teachers any salary
for a pre-school workshop, unless it is eoecified in their con
tract.

only nineteen per cent of the school systems do nay extra

salary when the teachers are requested to report in advance of the
chool opening.

Six per cent of the schools Indicated expenses

only were paid for their teachere during the time of pre-school
workshop.

Again, over half of the schools responded that they do

not pay expenses or salary to the new teachers before the opening
day of school.
Special days may be set aside in the orientation program for
new, inexperienced teachers.

Slightly less than half of the sur

veyed sonools follow this prooedure, and forty-five per cent do
not.

There is not much of a trend in either direction.

Almost '

twice as many Minnesota sohools in the survey have special days
for new teaoher orientation, than do those in North Dakota.
A companion teacher may be assigned to help the new, inexper
ienced teaoher become aoousinted with the school, teaching pro
cedure, and community affairs.

This practice is being followed

in only one out of every five schools surveyed.

The percentage

is almost the same in the schools of both states reporting.
Eighteen per cent of all the superintendents did not answer.
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TABLE 28

GENERAL INFOF* \T ION

I teas
41.

Yes

orkshop?

13

35

58

Minnesota

44

21

114

54

Total

52

19

149

55

Do your new teachers receive only expenses for workshops?
5

8

28

47

Minnesota

12

6

115

54

Total

17

6

143

53

Special orientation days for the new teacher!
North Dakota

17

28

33

55

Minnesota

91

43

90

43

108

40

123

45

Total
44.

Per cent

8

North Dakota

43.

No

Do your now teachers reoeive salary for pre-school
North Dakota

42.

Per cent

Is a companion teacher assigned to the new teacher?
North Dakota

11

18

40

67

Minnesota

43

20

130

61

Total

54

20

170

62

75

SUMMARY
It le clear fro® the returns that administrators in the
school systems surveyed believe in the value of orientation for
the new, inexperienced teacher.

Teachers »ho are new to a oartfo

uler school need supervisory help in becoming oriented to an
unfamiliar situation.

Beginning teachers need competent help,

but too frecuently they receive none, and are dependent upon
themselves for answers to their own problems.
The faculty meeting is the most common means of explaining
items of orientation to the ne , inexperienced teacher

of the

sct.ools surveyed in both states of North Dakota and ! innescta.
Twenty-two of the twenty-five listed items were explained the
greatest number of times by the faculty meeting.
the handbook was used most frequently.

In two items

The interview-conference

was checked most frecuently on only one orientation item.

In

addition, twenty-two schools reported using bulletins sent out
from the administrators’ office; five schools had the items indi
cated in the contract; four listed workshops; and four adminis
trators used a personal letter to the new teacher.
In Chapter III the Table numbers correspond to the same
numbered items on the Questionnaire.

The one single item that

received the most replies was the item of opening day procedure,
explained in faculty meetings.

Of the total two-hundred forty-

nine questionnaires received, two hun red three checked this
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item.

The least was the item of teacher aptitude tests that was

listed a total of thirteen times in handbooks.

The itea checked

aost often as unnecessary in this school was teacher aptitude
teste, listed eighty-one times.

Pre-sohool worksho a were indi

cated forty times, as being unnecessary.

Minnesota schools report

a larger percentage of handbooks than do those of North Dakota.
The item of homeroom and classroom responsibility was explained
by a greater per cent of North Dakota and Minnesota schools by
the use of faculty Beatings,

than by any other »ethod.

The school philosophy is explained to the new teachers at the
faculty meetings in seventy-two per cent of all Minnesota and
fcorth Dakota schools surveyed.

Fifteen per cent of all reporting

schools indicated no need for orientation on pre-school workshops.
Over half of the schools have no plan to pay teachers any salary
or expenses for a pre-school workshop, unless specified in their
contract.
About three out of every four schools reporting in North
Dakota explain the roll, absences, and tardiness of puoils to the
new teacher at faculty meetings.

The same situation applies to

opening day procedures of the schools.
More schools report using bulletins fro® the administrators'
office to explain emergency regulations to their faculty, than
any other listed item.

Over half of the schools reporting explain

teacher privileges at the faculty meetings.

New teachers are

oriented on pupil illness and make-up work at both faculty

p

meetings and by the use of handbooks,

Established school policies

are found frequently in the school handbook.

Grading and report

cards seem to be on all administrators' oheck lists when it comes
to orientation of the new teachers.

Schools from both surveyed

states have about ecual returns on this item.
According to the returns there is little need to explain the
assignment of an immediate supervisor.
schools intimated it was unnecessary.

-ight ?>er cent of all
The size of the school is

orobably the determining factor.
Rules and regulations appear to be a part of most school
programs and are found in the school handbook of over half of the
schools reporting.
provisions.

Almost the same is true for teaoher sick leave

Every other school reporting explained the school

oalendar at faculty meetings, and forty-five per cent list it in
their handbooks.
Three out of every four schools make use of newspapers to
inform the community of the assignment and arrival of new
teachers.

In Minnesota, two-thirds of the schools surveyed have

some plan to aid the teaoher in finding adequate bousing, and
almost half of the schools have some plan to welcome the new
teachers.

Half of the surveyed schools provide no introduction

to «ny church affiliation, and about one-fourth do.
In seventy-five per cent of all surveyed schools, the super
visor makee more frecuent visits to the new, inexperienced
teacher than he does to the classroom of the experienced teacher.
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In one out of ten schools, less supervisory visits are made to
tne new teacher.

Over fifty per cent of reporting schools pay no

salary or expenses for pre-school workshop.

Sixty-two per oent

of all surveyed linneeota and North Dakota schools have no plan
to assign a companion teacher to aid in the orientation of the
new, inexperienced teacher.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
This study has surveyed teacher orientation practices in
high schools having fifteen or more teachers in the states of
North Dakota and Minnesota.

The total return of over ninety-one

per cent of the questionnaires gives an adequate portrayal of
cu-tornary actions in present day teacher orientation.
The interpretations of the survey have been presented in
detail in Chapter III.

In this final chapter an ear conclusions

which have been generalized fro® the analysis of the data obtained
frotf the returned questionnaires.
1.

The high per cent of completed Questionnaires returned

indicates the interest of school administrators in this profes
sional problem.

Further evidence of interest appears in the

numerous requests for extra co ies of the questionnaire.
2.

The orientation of the new, inexperienced teacher is

considered an essential phase of nublie school administration by
those who responded.

Kvery school from which data were secured,

totaling more than ninety-one per cent, is reported to be using
a considerable number of teacher orientation procedures.

In no

case were more than three items checked as unnecessary in the

\
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school, on any single questionnaire returned.
3.

1 any methods are used to orient the ne- teacher.

Fre

quent use of the three methods of orientation listed In the
questionnaire— namely, handbook, faculty meetings, and interviews
or conference— was reported.

Use is also made of s ecial end

routine bulletins, contract olauaes, workshops, anti letters.
OoKutunity resources sre drawn u on to help facilitate teacher
orientation.

The faculty meeting was most frequently reported as

• method of explanation.
4.

The orientation programs surveyed tend toward diversity

Instead of unifomity.

The returns indicate that the schools

reporting have some methods or media to explain orientation items
to their new teachers.

The method of orienting and the items

of orientation vary among schools.

The survey of the literature

on orientation problems also indicates that there Is great
v ri tlon from on« ecnool to the next on both methods and items.
5.

The five orientation items most frequently checked ss

being explained to the new teachers ranged in frequency from
three hundred el. bty-ei ht to three hundred fifty-five.
a follows *

They are

(1) school pi'.H o s e hy, questionnaire item 4 # indi

cated three nunnred elghty-ei,,ht tines;

(&) dally schedule,

Item 1; (3) extra-curricular activities, item 3; <4) homeroom and
ol grrooa management, item 3; (b) grading *tnd reporting,

a

item 15.

The five orientation problems least often cheoked as being
explained to the new teacher ranged in frequency from eighty-one
to two hundred seventy-four. They are as follow*:

(l) teacher

aptitude tests, quehtionn are item 18, cheoked eighty-one times/;
(2) pre-school workshop, item 6; (3) immediate supervisor, item
16; (4) announcements and bulletin boards, item 17; (5) library
and professional books, item 5.
7.

The extent of orientation practices proves their feasi

bility in schools of comosrable size in our area.

Orientation

procedures that can be used successfully in these schools oan
also be -polled in similar situations.

Return to: Telford L. Pederson, L-9 Park Village, Grand Forks, North Dakota

Orientation of New Teachers
This questionnaire is,a survey to determine the extent of new teacher orientation practices. The infor
mation V’ill be compiledjfoKa Master’s thesis. Ple$se check the}items heloiv as they apply to your system.
How,are the following: items explained to new teachers in your school?
E x p lain ed
in . h an d b o o k

F a c u lty
m eetin g s

□

a j

□

4.

Q

A

r

□
3.

In te rv ie w . U n n e ce ssary
C o n fe re n ce in th is sch ool

y

5. Library and professional books

□

i

□

*

■ .□

□

□

□

□

□

□

'□

□

□

6.

□

□

□

□

7. Roll, absences, tardiness of pupils

□

□

□

□

8.

□

□

□

□

9.

□

□

□

□

10 .

□

□

□

□

11.

□

□

□

□
□

12.

□

□

□

13.

□

□

□

□

14.

□

□

□

□

15.

□

□

□

□

16.

□

□

□

□

17.

□

□

□

□

18.

□

□

□

□

19.

□

□

□

□

20 .

□

□

□

□

21 .

□

□

□

□

22 .

□

□

□

□

23.

□

□

□

□

24.

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

26.

□

□

□

□

27.

□

□

□

□
□

25.

O th e r w ay s:
P le a se O s t

Others: (Please list)

28.

□

□

□

29.

□

□

□

□

30.

□

□

□

□

Is use made of the following community resources?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
General Information:
36. Does the teacher understand which professional organizations he or she is expected to join ...
37. Is information provided about credit unions, hospitalization, retirement, and other voluntary
insurance plans? ....................................................................................................................................
38. Does your school provide a directory that lists members of the school board, administrative
39. Do you as a supervisor make more frequent visits to the classes of the new inexperienced teacher?
40. Do you as a supervisor make less frequent visits to the classes of the new inexperienced
41.
42.
43.
44.

□
□
□
□
□

No
No
No
No
No

□
□
□
□
□

Yes □

No □

Yes □

No □

Yes □
Yes □

No □
No □

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

□
□
□
□
□

Use reverse side for comments. I would appreciate receiving a copy of your faculty handbook.

□
□
□
□
□
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